Service Bulletin SB-01 covers the replacement of the front wheel lock on the Clicgear Cart, Model 1.0 and Model 2.0.

1. Remove the cross head screw from the front wheel lock assembly. Leave the 5MM lock nut seated in the assembly housing on the opposite side.

2. Install the new front wheel lock and ensure the spring is seated square to the handle. Push the handle down to compress the spring and align the bolt holes.

3. Insert the bolt while compressing the spring to align the holes. Begin threading the bolt into the locking nut on the opposite side, finger tight only.

4. Tighten the bolt using a cross head screw driver. Do not over tighten the screw as it will interfere or limit the action of the front wheel lock.

5. Check that the spring has remained seated square to the lock lever.
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